
The Ultimate Checklist of Ranking 
Factors for Maximum SEO Success

Content Creation
Create high-quality, relevant content focused on 
your target audience and their needs.

Incorporate keywords into your content where 
appropriate, without overstuffing or 
sacrificing the quality of the content.

Ensure that your content demonstrates E-E-A-T 
(Experience, Expertise, Authoritativeness, and 
Trustworthiness) to establish your website as a 
trustworthy and authoritative source of information.

Backlinks

Build high-quality backlinks from other relevant 
websites in your industry.

Focus on earning backlinks naturally by creat-
ing valuable content that other websites want 
to link to.

User Experience
Optimize your website for fast load times, mobile 
responsiveness, and easy navigation.
Ensure that your website is secure with HTTPS 
encryption.

Technical SEO
Use structured data to help Google understand 
your content and improve search 
engine visibility.

Optimize your website's metadata, including 
page titles and meta descriptions.

Social Signals
Create social media accounts and share your 
content to increase engagement.

Encourage users to share your content on social 
media by including social sharing buttons on your 
website.

Domain Authority
Build a strong and trustworthy brand presence 
through consistent marketing efforts and 
high-quality content.

Monitor your brand's online reputation and 
respond to any negative feedback or reviews.

Behavioral
Increase traffic to your website through effective 
marketing strategies such as email 
marketing, content promotion, and search 
engine optimization.

Improve engagement rates on social media by 
creating engaging and shareable content.

Use internal linking to connect related content 
on your website.

Publish new content regularly to keep your 
website fresh and up-to-date.

Monitor your backlink profile to ensure that it 
remains high-quality and free from spam.

Follow Google's Page Experience guidelines, 
including Core Web Vitals and Mobile Usability, 
to provide a good page experience for users.

Ensure that your website's structure is organized 
and easy to navigate.

Monitor your website for crawl errors and broken 
links.

Respond to user comments and engagement on 
social media to build relationships with your 
audience.

Use brand messaging and consistent branding 
across all marketing channels to establish your 
brand as a thought leader in your industry.

Encourage positive user reviews on Google and 
other review sites by providing excellent 
customer service and responding to any 
negative feedback.


